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Collocation, as connector between Semantics and Grammar, gained much 
concern from both Traditional linguistics and Computational linguistics. This study 
can be seen as an attempt to build a system of collocation, which is language 
study-based and semantic annotation-driven.  
Throughout the Knowledge Source for Word Sense Tagging, the system 
including an establishment of the Sense Collocation Knowledge Base, an analysis of 
the collocation features and an improvement on the Heritage Dictionary. There are six 
chapters in this paper. 
Chapter : Ⅰ The origin and meaning of this study are introduced, as well as its 
objects, tasks, methods and the materials. 
Chapter Ⅱ: A theoretical foundation of collocation is laid. The basic theory of this 
paper is grammatical and semantic isomorphism with a semantic core, which is based 
on Logical Semantics and Standard Theory. In this guidance, we make a comprehensive 
analysis on the study situation of collocation and adjective. Base on it, a reinterpretation 
on the adjective collocation is obtained: There is an external collocation on the 
meta-language level and an internal collocation on the object-language level. The senses 
of polysemous adjective are change with adjective class, semantic orientation and 
connotative meaning. The semantic orientation is an internal collocation and the 
connotative meaning is the final goal of the Word Sense Tagging. 
Chapter Ⅲ: A Sense Collocation Knowledge Base is established. It contains 
collocation frame and collocation rules. Follow the guidance of Frame Theory, the 
former based on grammatical foundation, semantic verification, pragmatic supplement 
three planes.With the fundamental principle of consistency, flexibility and 
complementarity, the latter is a comprehensive utilization of all resources, ralying on 
the corpus as a platform and the dictionary, referencing A Thesaurus of Modern 
Chinese Word Sense Base and The Grammatical Knowledge Dictionary of 
Contemporary Chinese. 















the collocation features is put forward. The study of the grammatical features includes  
parts of speech analysis and syntactic analysis; And the semantic one includes semantic 
hierarch analysis and semantic orientation analysis. On the study of the different 
semantic categories, we emphasize on their grammatical features, and find that 
"Adjective - Nouns" class senses have a nature of property term, with the most 
collocation class of "Things"; "Adjective - Verbs" class senses more for the 
psychological meaning, whose different locations mainly in the predicate position, with 
the most collocation class of "Awareness". On the study of the same semantic category, 
we emphasize on their semantic features, and find that "Pattern" and "Consciousness" 
class senses are more likely to collocate with "Body Parts" and "Natural Substances" 
classes; "Nature", "Character" and "Situation " class senses will tend to collocate with 
"Abstract Objects ". 
Chapter Ⅴ: The senses of polysemous adjective are improved. The preliminary 
result of the Word Sense Tagging supported by our rule-base, has an accuracy rate up 
to 80.34%. And the effective utilization is 87.62%, which not only prove the existing 
rules are relative ideality, but also supplement empirical supports on the analysis of 
collocation features. And then, according to the degree of difficulty, we compare the 
idealized rules to the problematic rules, indicate that the former should be 
comprehensiveness, abstractness and effectiveness. The latter is attributed to sense 
and context two issues, and the sense one can be modified. The reform program is 
rule-oriented, including internal adjustments of semantic orientation or connotative 
meaning and external additions and deletions. 
Chapter Ⅵ: The conclusions and limitations are summarlized. 
This study is Traditional linguistics-based and Computational linguistics-driven. 
On the one hand, the result of this research can be used directly, or as a significant 
reference for supporting Word Sense Tagging. On the other hand, it can provide a 
clearer background of application for the study of collocation. In addition, as viewed 
from the computer, not human beings, some questions that were not observed before 
would be revealed more easily, which is more available for the future research.  
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① 义项是词典学术语，词义学相应的概念是“义位”。本文主要基于实践考察词义，不对二者作严格区分. 
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一词多义。在这 1493 个多义词中，单词性形容词 671 个，包含形容词义项的多



















表 1 形容词词长分布图 
词长 单音节 双音节 多音节 总共 
词数 0 669 2 671 
比例 0.00% 99.7% 0.30% 100.00% 
 
在 671 个单词性形容词中，双音词 669 个，多音节词 2个。从中可看出，双
音词在整个现代汉语体系中的绝对优势。 
第二，义项数在 2-5 之间。综合考察这 671 个单词性词 1478 个义项，我们
可以看到，形容词义项分布如下： 
 
表 2 形容词义项分布图 
义项 二义项 三义项 四义项 五义项 总共 
词数 560 89 19 3 671 
比例 83.46% 13.26% 2.83% 0.45% 100.00% 
 





表 3 形容词频率分布图 
高频 中高频 中频 中低频 低频 
频次
为零频类 
≥5000 5000＞x≥1000 1000＞x≥500 500＞x≥100 100＞x≥1 x＝0
频次 4 54 67 207 162 164 
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